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Abstract
Vocal interacton is primarily a gestural phenomenon. Our sense of vocal identty and
intent is determined by subtle variatons in the voice producton mechanism. These
variatons are unconsciously interactng with each other in a conversatonal context,
making the use of voice one of our most complex social experiences. From the biomechanical point of view, the understanding of voice producton mechanism remains
prety elusive. There are fundamental barriers in being able to observe intraoral
actvity. In this project we aim at developing social aspects of voice producton from
a diferent perspectve. We will develop a new interactve voice synthesizer and a
social experience platorm, in order to allow a group of users/performers to
manipulate various aspects of performatve voice synthesis, distributed on their own
device (computer or mobile). We also want to conduct user studies and perceptve
tests in order to evaluate the impact of such a collaboratve and performatve
approach of voice synthesis on vocal intelligibility, naturalness and identty.

Objectves
In this project we aim at developing a new framework for performatve voice synthesis, i.e. a realtme
synthesis systems where voice is directly produced by gestural control, with no more reference to
textual input. We want to address both phonetcal and prosodical issues, with applicatons in speech
and singing synthesis. The target of this new system is to extend the context in which performatve
voice synthesis is produced and develop a new concept : voice synthesis as a framework for mult-user
partcipaton. Indeed we have known for a long tme that managing all the parameters of speech
producton is tough for one single performer. Consequently, we want to explore the idea of
collaboratve vocal puppetry and see how vocal intelligibility, naturalness and even identty can be
addressed as a social game, involving the partcipaton of multple users on their own device.
Objectve 1 – Mult-User Voice Synthesis Architectures
Most of current voice synthesis architectures are designed like a giant script which aims at writng
down a waveform onto the hard drive. Eventually if we consider real-tme and interactve voice
synthesizers, we fnd out that their structure is quite monolithic and difcult to break down. We want
to explore how to design voice synthesis architecture with the various components being detachable
on heterogenous platorms – computers or mobile devices – while maintaing sound quality and low
latency. The same voice synthesis process will be handled by a variable amount of performers.
Objectve 2 – Interactve Control of Voice Producton
Voice synthesis can be split in various types of typical issues to be solved: coartculaton of phonemes,
speech tming management, intonaton modelling, voice quality dimensions, etc. Most of these tasks
refer to a signifcantly diferent representaton of data and the development of appropriate humancomputer interacton (HCI) models has not been widely studied for these tasks.. We want to develop
new interacton paradigms for voice synthesis based on ubiquitous sensing technologies, such as
multtouch screens, camera-based tracking, embodied sensors, etc.
Objectve 3 – Sofware Platorm for Distributed and Interactve Voice Synthesis
Objectves 1 and 2 require a sofware platorm to be developed in order to support both the
modularized and distributed voice synthesis and the new interacton models on a cloud of
heterogenous devices like computers (with various kinds of sensors plugged in), cellphones or the
newly successful tablets. We aim at extending and integratng several existng tools (such as
openFrameworks) in order to provide a sofware platorm in which new collectve experiental models
can be implemented, and deployed on a variable amount of devices, depending on the context.
Objectve 4 – Assessing Collaboratve Emergence of Vocal Intelligibility, Naturalness and Identty
There is a linguistc and sociological interest in questoning and validatng several propertes of voice
(at various levels: intelligibility, naturalness and identty) when this voice is produced by a
collaboratve work. Indeed it questons the sense of social emergence of vocal characters and how
they are perceived by the members of the collaboratng group, but also an external audience.

Background
Voice producton is primarily a gestural phenomenon. In the early years of artfcial voice producton,
intraoral vocal gestures were being imitated by manual manipulaton of physical objects, such as the
von Kempelen's machine [1] or the Voder [2]. The simple models used at that tme had quite poor
intelligibility and naturalness but these systems provided a rich and embodied interacton paradigm,
like a musical instrument. When voice synthesis was implemented on computers, Text-To-Speech (TTS)
became the main trend, implicitly defning the keyboard input as the interacton model. From a
human-computer interacton (HCI) perspectve, the textual input is more of a historical heritage, based
on similarites between frst desktop computers and typewriters. The last twenty years brought many
innovatons to get rid of this textual input at the graphical level (e.g. mouse and icons) but voice
synthesis has rarely been considered with more interactve input than text.
Existng Systems
For the last ten years, computers are fast enough to run heavy sound synthesis algorithms. As a
consequence, the idea of performatve voice synthesis [3] has been reinvestgated within the digital
instrument making context. Performatve voice synthesis is the producton of digital voice directly
from realtme gestures, without any reference to textual input, or musical score in the case of singing.
We can cite the Voicer [4] as a pioneer investgaton. Our teams are investgatng this research axis for
the last ten years and are have been developing systems such as :
– the RAMCESS synthesizer : a concatenatve voice synthesizer with realtme control of the
phonetc stream (several vowels and consonants), the intonaton and the voice quality [5];
– the HandSketch digital instrument : a tablet-based singing instrument giving a refned control
on the voice quality parameters, allowing to play melodic lines with expressive quality [6];
– the DiVA system : a fully embodied digital instrument that captures 3D positons and postures
of hands and remap them to vocal tract shapes (all consonants and vowels) in realtme [7].
Voice Modelling Trade-of
Most of the actual vocal behaviour is stll really difcult to observe both on the vocal apparatus [8]
and recorded audio signals [9]. Consequently, voice modelling has been addressed in two very
diferent ways. On the one hand, spectral models and concatenatve synthesis produce high quality
sounds but are usually detached from any refned laryngeal descripton, making the integraton of
expressive control difcult. On the other hand, artculatory synthesis gives full access to physiological
propertes but tuning complexity has a signifcant impact on the overall synthesis quality.
Human-Computer Interacton
The real-tme control of voice propertes starts to be more and more studied from the humancomputer interacton point of view. We fnd several research exploring the control and imitaton of
voice intonaton with hand gestures both for speech [10] and singing [11]. The idea of replacing the
text keyboard by a phoneme-based typing interface has been investgated, but initators of this project
are the frsts to approach phonetc control (modifying vocal tract) on multtouch screens [3].

Technical Descripton
In this project we aim at bringing several performers together and make them collaboratng on
heterogenous devices – computers, cellphones, tablets – in order to arouse the voice of a single
virtual character. This part of the proposal describes the diferent technologies that are envisioned and
gives the main research and development axes that will be followed in order to build the new system.
We also provide a more technical descripton of the environments and devices that will be used.
Finally we also describe the project management strategies that will be deployed in the team.
Research & Development Axes
The CoVoP 1.0 system will be composed of three main components: an interactve voice synthesis
engine, a distributed social experience platorm and various kinds of human-computer interacton
models distributed on various kinds of devices (computers, cellphones and tablets).
1. Interactve Voice Synthesis ( WP 1 )
The frst aspect of this research is to develop a new synthesis engine. We currently have two
well advanced systems – RAMCESS [5] and DiVA [7] – which address complementary issues.
RAMCESS (Realtme and Accurate Musical Control of Expression in Singing Synthesis) is
a pitch-synchronous concatenatve synthesis engine, using advanced spectral analysis
techniques [9] for modifying some inner propertes of the voice quality. The access to these
voice quality dimensions is structured as a perceptual space: pitch, vocal efort and tenseness.
As a result, RAMCESS is a high quality vocoder with expressive control of the whole laryngeal
behaviour. The main musical instrument using RAMCESS is the HandSketch [6], a digital tablet
where the control dimensions are displayed on a “playing fan” and several extra FSRs.
DiVA (Digitally Ventriloquized Actor) is an embodied musical instrument based on two
virtual reality gloves and one embodied 3D hand tracking device. The right hand glove is a
CyberGlove and contains eighteen bend sensors, covering most of the hand joint angles. The
lef hand glove is custom-made and contains eight contact sensors, distributed on four fngers.
The right wrist positon is captured in 3D by a Polhemus magnetc feld sensor. This gestural
confguraton is used to train and trigger a neural network with a given gestural language that
associates one posture for each phoneme of English, and allows for intonaton control. The
sound synthesis is achieved with the Holmes synthesizer [12], a parallel-formant algorithm.

The overall trends of both DiVA 3.0 and RAMCESS 3.0 new sofware development is
modularity, extendability and portability of some foundaton components, following the idea
of migratng from monolithic sofwares to fexible toolboxes and APIs. This context is
partcularly appropriate for blending the two systems together. From the DiVA side, we will
keep the hand-controlled phonetc space, i.e. the aspect of contnuously controlling the vocal
tract shape with some gestures. We also think that the embodied property of the sensing
(hand postures, wrist positon, acceleratons) fts the overall objectves of the project. From the
RAMCESS side, the laryngeal model and the voice quality dimensional mapping will be used.
2. Distributed Social Experience Platorm ( WP 2 )
One other signifcant aspect of the CoVoP project is the distributon of various parts of the
synthesis process on several heterogenous devices. More than defning a convenient
modularizaton of the synthesis engine, we need to architecture a distributed peer-to-peer
service over the network. Each introduced device – a laptop with sensors, a cellphone or a
tablet – will require for some resources (a part of the voice synthesis process) and display an
appropriate control space to the user. As a result this platorm considers the voice synthesis
process as a collecton of interconnected resources to be handled by the cloud of devices, with
priority and dispatching strategies. The devices themselves bring informaton to the whole
network, such as screen size, CPU capacity, sound propertes or embedded sensors. The whole
process of connectng and partcipatng to the collaboratve experience has to handle these
compatbility issues and partcularize the experience for each performer.

3. Human-Computer Interacton Models ( WP 3 )
We already investgated several human-computer interacton models for controlling various
aspects of voice synthesis. For example the 2D space for browsing the vowels and the posturebased browsing of consonants in DiVA [7], several one-handed or two-handed touchless
mappings for the pitch or the (pitch, tension, efort) “fan” mapping of the HandSketch [6].
However the introducton of multtouch and portable devices is new in the project. We would
like to investgate the extension of several of these above-mentoned control paradigms for
multtouch screens (e.g. 2D vowel space or HandSketch fan, browsed by touch gestures). We
also would like to prototype new HCI models, especially for these devices. More generally,
there is a discussion about the scalability and form factor diversity of voice synthesis control.

Prototyping Cycle
As in any HCI applicaton development, the team workfow is made of iteratons between various
phases, including research & development (described above) but also updatng the case study ( WP 4 )
and validatng in a real performance context ( WP 5 ). Updatng the case study will consist in
constantly refning the vocal puppetry scenarios that are developed. The current startng points are: 1the blending of HandSketch and DiVA performance paradigms, keeping the most valuable components
of each; 2- replacing several controllers of these two systems, e.g. with multtouch versions. Along
with the iteratve development of the platorm, these startng points might evolve. We want to
maintain a relevant amount of work in discussing these user experience scenarios within the team.
The other aspect is evaluaton of the system in a real performance context. As we are talking about a
performing system, we will involve other partcipants of the workshop in creatng litle performing
groups and/or atending the performance and we will collect various kinds of user feedbacks.
Sofware Environments
The development of the sofware will be achieved with openFrameworks ( www.openframeworks.cc ).
The openFrameworks project aims at providing an open-source creatve environment for aggregatng
various sofware components, initally for computer graphics (OpenGL, image management,
Quicktme, etc). One signifcant advantage of openFrameworks is to be cross-platorm (Mac, Linux,
Windows, iOS). Moreover the open and free add-on format atracted a lot of third party developers to
wrap a large amount of new functonalites: OpenCV [13], XML, Open Sound Control [14], network
protocols, etc. We aim at taking advantage of these existng modules for building real-case prototypes
during the workshop. We also aim at contributng to this internatonal open-source community with
the various advances of the project ( WP 6 ): voice synthesis, the social distributed platorm, GUIs, etc.
Facilites and Equipment
The team will essentally work with available devices brought by the partcipatng labs: laptops, the
CyberGlove, the Polhemus tracker, several Wacom tablets, several iPods, iPhones and iPads. As
performing the devices is an important part of the work, we might need a separate room for running
the audio performances without disturbing the other groups. We would also require usual team work
facilites, such as a projector, a screen, a whiteboard, meetng space, etc.
Project Management
The whole project will be supervised by Nicolas d'Alessandro, from the University of Britsh Columbia
(but with fve years of work and currently two PhD students in the University of Mons). He should stay
on the site of the workshop for the whole period. Based on the subscribed partcipants, sub-teams will
be gathered around the specifc work packages of the project. Several experts in these various felds
have already mentoned their interest in atending the workshop: Prof. Thierry Dutoit (speech
synthesis), Prof. Bob Pritchard (performance with artfcial voice), Prof. Sidney Fels (HCI).
As it has been done during previous eNTERFACE workshops (2005-2008), we consider important that
all partcipants can go for interdisciplinary interest and discussions, especially regarding the
performing side of the project. Thus we will foster that everybody can perform the prototypes.

Schedule
In this part we gather the various work packages that have been highlighted in the technical
descripton ( WP N ) and set them down on a one-month schedule. We also added one typical work
package which concerns the reportng task (preparing slides, writng intermediate and fnal reports).
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

WP 1 – interactve voice synthesis : integratng RAMCESS and DiVA into a new synthesizer;
WP 2 – social experience platorm : developing a cloud applicaton for connected devices;
WP 3 – human-computer interacton models : prototyping new gestural control paradigms;
WP 4 – vocal puppetry scenarios : proposing new mult-user experiences with voice synthesis;
WP 5 – performance / assessment : testng the prototypes, as a performer, as an audience;
WP 6 – openFrameworks integraton : wrapping and sharing technologies as oF add-ons;
WP 7 – reportng: preparing the intermediate and fnal documents (slides, reports).

week 1
WP 1

week 2

adjustments

design and frst development
design and frst development

adjustments

WP 5
WP 7

adjustments
adjustments

WP 4
WP 6

week 4

design and frst development

WP 2
WP 3

week 3

test #1
ofx #1
IR1

test #2

ofx #2

ofx #3

MP

ofx #n : nth session of wrapping the code as openFrameworks add-ons;
IR1 : internal report #1; MP: mid-term presentaton;
IR2: internal report #2; FR/FP: fnal report/presentaton.

IR2

ofx #4
FR/FP

Benefts
In this part we describe what are the main deliverables and benefts
that the team will provide at the end of the workshop :
1. A new interactve synthesizer: when various modules of RAMCESS/HandSketch and DiVA will
be integrated together, it will result in one of the most advanced and fexible voice synthesizers
with built-in interactve propertes, for both phonetc and prosodic control.
2. A validated implementaton of the frst social experience model around the voice synthesis of a
single character, with various integratons in heterogenous devices (laptops and iOS devices).
3. A large amount of openFrameworks add-ons – including the interactve synthesizer and the
social experience platorm – will be distributed open-source for the community.
OpenFrameworks has a really powerful distributon model that will eventually bring
contributors and users to these new tools.
4. We will provide two sessions of performing tests open to all the people of the workshop and
we will communicate the results of the user study achieved around these performances.
5. A scientfc report will be provided at the end of the workshop, in the requested format.

Team Profle
Leader: Nicolas d'Alessandro, PhD (University of Britsh Columbia)
Staf proposed by the leader: Prof. Thierry Dutoit, Onur Babacan, Maria Astrinaki (University of Mons),
Prof. Bob Pritchard, Prof. Sidney Fels, Johnty Wang, Cameron Hassall (University of Britsh Columbia).
Researcher profles needed: voice analysis/synthesis, real-tme audio sofware architecture,
distributed architecture, human-computer interacton with some major interests in digital instrument
making, linguistcs, digital art performers, C++ development, iOS device development.
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